LIBERALS WILL KEEP CONTROL, IS PREDICTION

LLOYD GEORGE IS NEARLY WORKED
Chancellor of Exchequer Makes Rings Speech on Polling Day and Breaks Tradition.

NECKS ARE NOW EMITTING THE GLARE OF NOON
Amid Pump and Splendor the Ceremony of Turning on the Juice Takes Place Last Evening.

BEVERIDGE IS TO FATHER THE STATE MEASURE
After a Conference With President Taft Indiana Senator Agrees to Bring Arizona Bill Up in the Senate.

RICKARD SAYS SALTON LAKE THE BATTLE PLACE
Declares to Official Stakeholder That He Will Carry the Fight Through or Forfeit the Whole $100,000 Paid.

TRUTH OF WHITE SLAVE TRAFFIC JARS NEW YORK
Grand Jury Probe Already Finds Situation as Rotten As the Magazine Articles Have Painted It.
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CANDIDATE FOR SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE; CHAMP CLARK SMILES AND CRACKS JOKE
WASHINGTON, July 11.—Representative O. J. Dehne of Minnesota, who is seeking the speakership of the House, is the center of much attention today. He is now in the House, according to the reports, and will be in the House tomorrow. The House is now in session and will continue until late at night.

AIRSHIPS HAVE AN OFF DAY AT AVIATION MEET
Plenty of Attempts for Short Records, Which All Fail Owning to Poor Conditions of Weather.

BIG PLANT FOR MAKING BOGUS MONEY RAISED
Secret Service Men in San Francisco Find Most Complete Outfit in Lonely Shack on Top of Hill.

PRISONERS AT LOWELL NEARLY THROUGH
Arrival of Deputy Bailor Prevents Jail Delivery at Hands of Cordova and Manuel Ruiz Last Night.
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